
COMMONS AND RIGHTS OF WAY COMMITTEE

Application for the registration of land known as “The Glebe / The Leaze”, 
West of Front Street and North of Church Street, Nympsfield, Stroud, 

Gloucestershire, as a town or village green under Section 15 Of The Commons 
Act 2006

Report of the Head of Legal Services

1. Purpose of the Report

To consider the following application:

An application to register land known as “The Glebe / The Leaze”, west of Front 

Street & north of Church Street, Nympsfield, Stroud  as a new town or village green.

Application Land:

Land known as “”The Glebe / The Leaze”, shown edged red on the plan attached to 

the Application and set out in Appendix 1.

Name of Applicant: Dr Ian Crossland. 

Date of Application: 1 April 2010.



2. Recommendation

That the Application dated 1 April 2010 made by Dr Ian Crossland (“the Applicant”) 

for the registration of an area of land known as “The Glebe / The Leaze”, west of 

Front Street and north of Church Street, Nympsfield, Stroud, Gloucestershire (as 

shown edged red on the plan attached to the Application Appendix 1) as a town or 

village green pursuant to section 15 of the Commons Act 2006 should be APPROVED 

for the reasons set out in the Inspectors report attached at Appendix 2.

3. Statutory Authority

Section 15 of the Commons Act 2006 (“the Act”) provides for the amendment of the 

register of town or village greens maintained by the County Council as the Commons 

Registration Authority (“CRA”) where “any land becomes…a town or village green”. 

Any person may make an application to the CRA for the amendment of the register 

provided that the criteria set out in section 15 of the Act for the establishment of a 

town or village green is met. The County Council as the CRA is obliged to consider 

any such application, duly made, in accordance with the relevant regulations and to 

register any land should that statutory criterion be met.

4. Report

4.1 Description

The area of land that is the subject of this application (“the Application”) is known as 

“The Glebe / The Leaze”, west of Front Street and north of Church Street, 

Nympsfield, Stroud, Gloucestershire (“Application Land”). The Application Land is a 

single field that is irregular in shape. The entirety of the southern boundary abuts 

Church Street and the western boundary largely abuts Front Street, save that for part 

of the length of that boundary where there is a property, Springland, which sits 

between the Application Land and Front Street. The northern boundary is adjacent to 

the gardens of residential properties and to the east the Application Land adjoins 

gardens in the northern part and allotments and the village hall car park in the 

southern part. The Application Land has a flat plateau across the northern section 

and it then slopes down towards Church Street in the southern section.



The Application Land is crossed by Public Footpath No. 7 that has points of entry 

and egress in the south onto Church Street and in the north onto Front Street.

4.2 General

4.2.1 Town or village greens are areas of land within defined settlements or 

geographical areas of land which are used for sports and recreational 

pastimes by the inhabitants of the neighbourhood or locality. A town or village 

green may be privately owned although in practice many are owned by the 

local district/parish council.

4.2.2 The Act sets out the legal criteria that is required for a town or village green to 

be registered. Section 15(2) of the Act sets out the test that needs to be met 

for an area of land to be registered as a town or village green. Each element 
of the test needs to be met for an application to be successful. 

Section 15(2) states: -

“(a) a significant number of the inhabitants of any locality or of any 

     neighbourhood within a locality, have indulged as of right in lawful 

     sports and pastimes on the land for a period of at least 20 years, and

(b) they continue to do so at the time of the application”.

4.2.3 Statutory Test

 Significant Number

The term was defined in the case of R (McAlpine) v Staffordshire County 

Council (2002) Sullivan J said that “significant” did not mean a considerable or 

a substantial number.  It means that the number of people using the land in 

question in a qualifying manner has to have been sufficient to indicate to the 

landowner that the land has been in general use by the local community for 

informal recreation as a distinct from occasional use by individuals as 

trespassers.



It is not necessary for the recreational users to come predominately from the 

relevant locality or neighbourhood, nor is it necessary for there to be a spread 

of users coming from across the entirety of the claimed locality or 

neighbourhood. However, only recreational use by members of the public 

from the relevant locality or neighbourhood will contribute to the “significant 

number” test. That is, use by people that do not come from within the claimed 

locality or neighbourhood does not support an application for registration of a 

new town or village green and should be discounted to the extent that 

evidence of such use is adduced. The statutory test is clear that use must be 

by “a significant number of the inhabitants of any locality or of any 

neighbourhood within a locality” such components of the test must be read 

together.

 Inhabitants of any locality or of any neighbourhood within a locality

A locality must be an area recognised in law (e.g. parish boundary), as set out 

by Sullivan J in the case of Cheltenham Builders Limited v South 

Gloucestershire District. However a “neighbourhood” does not have to be 

legally recognised and may for example cover a housing estate. A 

neighbourhood cannot be just any area drawn on a map; it must have some 

degree of cohesiveness. Its boundaries must be ascertainable given that the 

effect of registration as a new town or village green is to confer upon the 

inhabitants of the locality or neighbourhood relied upon, general recreational 

rights.  It is therefore, necessary to be able to identify those who are 

possessed of the right to use the land and those post-registration users who 

continue to be trespassers against whom the landowner would be entitled to 

bring proceedings.  The CRA has to be satisfied that the area alleged to be a 

neighbourhood has a sufficient degree of cohesiveness in order to satisfy the 

test.



 The term “as of right”

An applicant must show that the land has been used without force, stealth or 

permission from the landowner.

Force is not limited to physical force, it also includes contentious or persisted 

in under protest. User that is secret or stealth will not constitute user as of 

right because such use would not come to the attention of the landowner. 

Permission does not have to be overt. It can be inferred from the conduct of 

the landowner (R (Mann) v Somerset County Council [2012]). Whether or not 

permission can be inferred or implied will depend upon the particular facts of 

any individual case.

In circumstances where there has been concurrent use by the landowner it is 

well established that use by the landowner alongside use by recreational 

users will not automatically prevent land qualifying for registration as a new 

town or village green if the co-existing uses are not incompatible with each 

other. It is accepted that low level agricultural use of application land is not 

inconsistent with use of the land for lawful sports and pastimes.

 Lawful sports and pastimes

The type of activity which historically has been accepted has had to be 

something more than a mere wandering as it is “lawful sports and pastimes” 

required to satisfy the test and not “exercise and recreation”. Types of activity 

include, playing games e.g. cricket/rounders, dog walking, fruit picking, bird 

watching etc.

 For a period of twenty years

The 20 year period is the period immediately preceding the application, the 

final day of the period being that upon which the application is made.



4.2.4     Town and Village Green Procedure

The procedure which has to be followed  in respect of determining town 

and village green applications is set out in the relevant Regulations “The 

Commons (Registration of Town or Village Green) (Interim Arrangements) 

(England) Regulations 2007”.

4.2.5 With regards to this Application, the Applicant has applied to register the 

land under section 15 (1) and (2) of the Act on the basis that ‘a significant 

number of the inhabitants have indulged in lawful sports and recreational 

pastimes on the land for a period of at least 20 years’ and they continued 

to do so at the time the Application was submitted to the CRA.

4.3 Application and Background

The Applicant submitted the Application to the CRA on the 1 April 2010. The 

Applicant sought to rely upon Nympsfield Parish as the locality for the claimed village 

green. The Applicant claimed local residents had indulged in lawful sports and 

pastimes as of right for not less than 20 years on the Application Land and up until 

the date of the Application. The Application was supported by statements of 

evidence from local residents. The evidence statements advised that the Application 

Land had been used for at least 20 years for activities such as dog walking, children 

playing, berry and nut picking, kite flying, sledging and cycling.

The CRA advertised the Application in the Stroud News and Journal on  26 May 

2010 and by erecting site notices with a six week consultation period running until 7 

July 2010 as required by The Commons (Registration of Town or Village Green) 

(Interim Arrangements) (England) Regulations 2007. 

An objection to the Application was received from the owner of the land, Gloucester 

Diocesan Board of Finance (“the Landowner”). The Landowner objected to the 

Application on the following grounds:- 

 The Landowner considered that the tests as set out in section 15(2) of the Act 

had not been met. They stated that a significant number of inhabitants had not 

used the Application Land for lawful sports and recreational purposes.



 The Landowner acquired the Application Land in 1978, at that time it was 

subject to a secure Agricultural Tenancy, the tenant at that time being Mr D 

Mills. Mr Mills was the tenant of the Application Land until he surrendered his 

tenancy in February 2005. Mr Mills used the land for grazing livestock and hay 

production. The tenancy agreement expressly prohibited the use of the land 

for “use of a sports ground”. As such the Landowner had not consented to the 

Application Land being used for such recreational purposes.

 Following Mr Mills’s tenancy the Application Land was licensed on a number 

of annual grazing licences to Mr Smith from July 2005 and subsequently from 

August 2008 to Mr Romain, who continued to occupy the land at the time the 

Application was made. Mr Romain confirmed that trespass over the 

Application Land did not occur and that during his occupation the Application 

Land had never been used for recreation and sport.

 Access to the Application Land would be from the public footpath that runs 

through the centre of the Application Land; the site is not accessible from any 

other part of the Application Land given that the walls and fences have been 

actively maintained. The footpath route is not fenced therefore it is possible 

for members of the public to stray from the footpath to other parts of the 

Application Land, but the tenants have stated that no recreational activities 

have taken place on the Application Land.

 Apart from the worn track delineating the public footpath there are no other 

track markings, open areas subject to wear or any other indication of general 

use of the Application Land which suggests that significant number of users of 

the footpath do not stray from the route of the footpath.



 The Landowner’s agents monitor the land and its boundaries on a regular 

basis and advise of trespass and use outside the terms of the licences.

 From time to time permission has been sought from the Landowner for the 

use of the Application Land and this recognition of the need for permission 

defeats any claim of use as of right by others.

 The regular use of the Application Land by local inhabitants is not consistent 

with the tenant’s use for grazing animals or carrying out other agricultural 

activities.

 The weight given to the evidence questionnaires is questionable given that 

they have been designed to illicit information with a view to satisfying a 

balance of probability test for the registration of the Application Land as a 

town or village green.

The CRA forwarded the objection material to the Applicant for consideration and 

comment. A period of liaison occurred between the CRA and the parties allowing 

them to address issues raised by each other and in order for the CRA to establish 

key information to assist with the determination of the Application.

As there was an impasse in the evidence placed before the CRA, the CRA 

considered that it would be prudent to instruct an independent Inspector to hear oral 

evidence from the parties to establish whether the Application satisfied the legal 

tests set out in section 15 of the Act, in particular as to whether the use could be 

considered for lawful sports and pastimes and for a continuing period of 20 years by 

local inhabitants.



4.4 Pre- Inquiry Meeting 

The CRA held a pre inquiry meeting on 10 June 2014 between the Applicant and his 

colleagues, the  Landowner, and the appointed Inspector (Ms Rowena Meager of 

No.5 Chambers, Birmingham) to discuss any procedural issues and to set a date to 

hold the Inquiry.

4.5 Inquiry Meeting

The Inspector held a non-statutory Inquiry between the 10 November to the 13 

November 2014 at Nympsfield Village Hall, Church Street, Nympsfield, Stroud, 

Gloucestershire.

The Inspector heard evidence from 16 witnesses on behalf of the Applicant and 1 

witness on behalf of the Landowner in addition to the written evidence that had been 

submitted by both parties.

The Inspector held a site visit on the 11 November 2014 with the County Council’s 

Principal Lawyer, Carrie Denness, in attendance and representatives from both the 

parties together with further members of the public. No evidence was heard during 

the site visit. The Inspector walked around the whole of the Application Land and in 

addition at the request of the Landowner’s counsel visited the newer housing 

development on Tinkley Lane and the King George V Playing Field.

5.   Inspectors Report and Recommendation 

5.1 A copy of the Inspector’s report may be found at Appendix 2 and provides a 

detailed analysis of the evidence which was submitted at the Inquiry, together 

with all written submissions provided by the parties and those who addressed 

the Inquiry.  The report also applies the relevant case law and legal tests in 

respect of the Inspector making her recommendations to the Committee.  



5.2 In testing all of the evidence at the Inquiry the Inspector has concluded that 

the relevant statutory criteria has been satisfied in relation to the Application 

and that consequently all of the Application Land should be registered as a 

village green. 

5.3      With regards to the Application meeting the statutory test set out in section 15 

of the Commons Act 2006 the Inspector found the following facts:-

 Paragraph 226.

“I find that throughout the relevant 20 year period the Application Land has 

been used consistently by local people for informal recreation of the nature 

described in the evidence. I have heard from a number of witnesses, all of 

whom I found credible…The evidence I heard satisfies me that the land has 

been extensively used by local people throughout the whole of the Application 

Period…I also find that such use has been of the Application Land as a whole 

and not confined to the public footpath and any informal track.”

 Paragraph 227.

“I have had the advantage of hearing from a number of witnesses that have 

used the land for the whole of the period as well as some that have only used 

for part of it and who, between them, have satisfied me that the necessary 

quality and quantity of use has been indulged in to support this Application. I 

have also heard many witnesses talk about the use they witness others 

making of the land both at the same time as them and at times that they were 

simply able to view the land. Many of those other users have been named or 

at least identified, perhaps by reference to their dog.”



 Paragraph 228.

“ Having visited the Application Land and having seen the physical structure 

of the village around it, and I do accept what some of the Applicant’s 

witnesses said about the land being central to the village, it seems to me to be 

that the Application Land is a very attractive place upon which to indulge in 

informal recreation. It is rural, yet central (and therefore convenient and 

relatively safe) and ready access to it is provided by the entrance points, top 

and bottom, at either end of the public footpath. There are, of course, the 

further points of access from the allotments and from private gardens. It is 

unsurprising that people have used it in the way they say they have.”

 Paragraph 229.

“In drawing this conclusion I have taken full account of the evidence for the 

Objector. However, it is to be noted that I did not hear from Mr Romain or Ms 

Brady [tenants of the Application Land] and it appeared from the Applicant’s 

evidence that they were rarely seen on the Application Land…it seems to me 

that they were not really in a position to offer much in the way of evidence in 

relation to the recreational use that was being made of the land…”

 Paragraph 230.

I have also taken note of Mr Hiram’s [the Landowner’s witness] evidence in 

coming to this conclusion. Whilst he said he had never seen any recreational 

activity taking place on the land it is clear from his evidence that over the 

course of the last few years he has spent very little time at all on the land. I 

accept that he has interpreted the aerial photographs to mean that lack of 

evidence of wear and tear away from the public footpaths thereon means that 

there was no use away from the same. However, I do not accept that 

proposition. I accept as some of the Applicant’s witnesses suggested…,that 

use by people simply wandering around or playing randomly will not produce 

evidence of worn tracks. Lack of evidence of tracks does not mean no use 

and I am much more satisfied with direct evidence I have heard from people 



that have used the land than the speculative interpretation of aerial 

photographs that are of varying quality.”

 Paragraph 242.

“I find as a matter of fact that the agricultural uses to which the land was put 

did not have the effect, save in a limited way, of curtailing the use of the 

Application Land being made by the local inhabitants. Notwithstanding the fact 

that a small number of people stayed away the whole of the land was still in 

use, in my view, even during periods when there was livestock in the field, for 

informal recreation.”

5.4 Applying the law to the facts in this particular application the Inspector finds 

that: -

5.4.1 A Significant Number - Paragraph 248.

“It is my view that as a matter of impression sufficient numbers of the 

inhabitants of the locality have indulged in qualifying use of the Application 

Land throughout the Application Period. In coming to this conclusion I have 

had regard to the number of witnesses that I heard from, the frequency of 

their use throughout the whole of the period and the evidence that they gave 

in relation to use by others that can be clearly identified as having come from 

within the claimed locality”.

5.4.2 Of the inhabitants of any locality – paragraph 249.

“A “locality” must be an area known to the law such as a borough, parish or 

manor. The Objector accepts that the civil parish of Nympsfield is a locality”.

5.4.3 Have indulged as of right – paragraph 251. 

“…I have found that there is inadequate evidence on the balance of 

probabilities that Mr Romain challenged people’s use such as to make it 

contentious. I have also found that the evidence, such as it is, of Mr Mills 

taking people to task when they strayed off the footpath is inadequate to make 

user contentious. I have also seen and heard no evidence of signs having 



been erected. I find that use was not, therefore, contentious and therefore by 

force”. 

5.4.4 In lawful sports and pastimes – Paragraph 255.

“I have no difficulty in concluding that the activities about which I heard 

evidence from the Applicant’s witnesses came within the class of lawful sports 

and pastimes for the purposes of the 2006 Act.”

5.4.5 For a period of 20 years – paragraph 259.

“In the present case the relevant application period, as noted above is 31 

March 1990 to 1 April 2010. There is no doubt that I have heard evidence 

relating to the whole Application Period.”

5.5 Members are recommended to accept the report of the Inspector and to 

determine that the Application to register land known as “The Glebe / The 

Leaze”, West of Front Street and North of Church Street, Nympsfield, Stroud, 

Gloucestershire as a town or village green be APPROVED and all of the 

Application Land be added to the Register of Town and Village Greens.

6.  Background Evidence

Members may consider the background evidence in its entirety prior to this 

Committee Meeting, if required, by contacting the officer directly on the details 

below. The evidence will not be presented at the Committee Meeting given that this 

has already been heard and tested by the appointed Inspector at the inquiry and duly 

considered in her findings within her report as attached.



7.  Background Papers

 Application & supporting documentation

 Objection material

 Background information and all correspondence

 The Commons Act 2006

 The Commons (Registration of Town or Village Green) (Interim 

Arrangements) (England) Regulations 2007

 Ms Meager’s Report – sitting as the independent Inspector



8. Departmental Contact

Carrie Denness – Principal Lawyer (Planning/Highways)

Corporate Team

Legal Services

Tel: 01452 328724

Email: carrie.denness@gloucestershire.gov.uk  

mailto:carrie.denness@gloucestershire.gov.uk

